Solution Brief

EDI for Mid-Sized Businesses

Introduce Transparency to Your EDI
with it.x-EDIconnect.
Many business partners require electronic data interchange
(EDI) as standard. They often use solutions that are out of date,
either functionally or in terms of operability.

Connecting to Your Business Partners

with it.x-EDIconnect, this technology is entirely

it.x-EDIconnect lets you connect to your customers

independent and compatible with any ERP system.

and suppliers to exchange electronic messages. It

The solution also includes communication adapters

supports all electronic communication channels

and can be directly configured and monitored via a

and industry-standard data formats such as VDA

user-friendly interface.

and EDIFACT to exchange orders, invoices, and
delivery and credit notes. You can connect to any

User-Friendly Interfaces

business partner using the adapters for X.400, AS2,

it.x-EDIconnect stands out due to its user-friendly

OFTP1/2, FTP, SFTP, HTTP, email, and file sharing.

and modern interfaces, which you can easily access

The solution already supports the e-invoicing

using your internet browser. We have focused on

functionalities of the ZUGFeRD specification and is

developing intuitive administration, configuration

OFTP2 certified.

and monitoring input screens for each user group in
your IT and specialist departments.

Independent of ERP
it.x-EDIconnect uses the proven and stable architecture
of SAP Business One Integration Framework for SMEs,
the SAP integration platform for mid-sized businesses.
When used in combination

EDIFACT

250

INVOICE +
AS2

companies

have used our B2B/EDI
solutions for all platforms

Transparent Monitoring
Monitoring for the department provides search
content according to EDI data based on business
process information. It does not use typical
EDI-specific terms, and helps users to ensure the
traceability of business processes using documentspecific search options such as order, item or invoice
numbers. Protocol monitoring allows the IT

We have focused on
developing intuitive
administration, configuration,
and monitoring screens for
each user group in your IT and
specialist departments.

department to supervise individual activities within
business processes and view log information in the
event of an error. Technical monitoring provides a

Advantages at a Glance

real-time tabular overview of all processes executed

Individual user interfaces for every

successfully or incorrectly, and of individual steps

application in specialist and IT departments

within the business process. Incorrectly executed

Transparent EDI processes using specialist,

processes can be corrected and re-executed at any

technical, and protocol monitoring

time.

Easy connection to your business partners
and access to a wide range of mappings at a

Efficient Connection to Your Business

fixed price

Partners

ERP independence with consulting expertise

it.x-EDIconnect gives you a comprehensive and

for connecting to external business partners

continually growing mapping library, so you can

and many internal systems

connect new EDI contacts quickly and efficiently.

EDI managed services offer total cost

You can opt for mappings from the library, create

transparency and reduce your IT

your own based on proven concepts, or use direct

department’s workload

mappings – it.x-EDIconnect supports them all.
EDI Managed Services

Do You Know About Our Other Integration

Have you ever thought of outsourcing your EDI

Solutions?

solution? Our EDI managed services provide full

it.x-press: electronic connection of CEP service

cost transparency and offer all the same options as

providers and forwarding companies

your on-premise system. As well as connecting you

it.x-pack: packing table application

to your business partners, we can provide interfaces
for other cloud solutions like SAP Hybris Cloud for
Sales and web shops. Since security and availability
are vital, operations are conducted at our own

Our itelligence AddStore
offers a wide range of
proven AddOns for your
industry:
addstore.itelligencegroup.com

SAP- and ISO-certified data center in Germany,
offering guaranteed 99.5% availability and 24/7
operation.
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